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                             Midwife Birth Log - Continuity of Care 
                                                                                                        ID #  

Birth 
# 

Client # or 
code: 

Date of 
birth: 

# of 
prenatal 
appt. 

Assist or 
primary: 

Setting 
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In the 
USA? 

Description of your role and birth outcome: Preceptor 
ID # 
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 Key and requirements located on page 2.  
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The last 2 lines are reserved for corrections. Write the birth number and correction you would like to change in any of the 1 

- 25 births. 
 

Key:  
ID # - The # IRM assigns you when you create a account. Client # or code: The identification # 
or code listed on your clients charts. # of appointments: # of prenatal appointments you have 
provided the client. If none write 0. Assist or Primary: Assisting = A, Primary = P. Setting of 
birth: Home = H, Birth Center = BC, Hospital = H, Other = O. Inside the USA?: yes = Y, No = 
N. Description of your role and birth outcome: Examples: Did the mother end up 
transferring? Hemorrhaging? Apgar score? Preceptor ID # -The # IRM assigned a preceptor 
after Register a Preceptor form was completed.  
 

Requirements:  
 

● 25 Continuity of Care births - Continuity of Care includes at least 6 prenatal 
exams over a span of 2 trimesters. 

 
● Births must be logged in chronological order. 

 
 
Please direct all questions and submit completed form to test@internationalmidwife.org.  
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